
CAMCIG Conference Call Minutes 
Monday, May 07, 2012 
1:30 PM-3:30 PM 
 
Present: Armanda Barone (UCB), Xiaoli Li (UCD), Wanda Jazayeri (UCI, Chair), Jim Dooley (UCM), Heidi 
Hutchinson (UCR), Adolfo Tarango (UCSD/SCP, Recorder), Bea Mallek (UCSF) 
 
 
1. Announcements 
 

UCD: Working on some quality control projects -- taking website list of frequent typos and using it to clean up 
bib records; correcting genre headings and retagging 650s to 655s 

UCI: LC asking them to have workshop on SACO headings, announcement to come 
UCR: Heidi retiring in June, Yoko Kudo taking over as CAMCIG rep 

 
 
2. Melvyl updates (standing topic) 
 

No updates 
 
 
3. SCP updates (standing topic-Adolfo) 
 

Deadline for responses on Unicode test file is May 9, if not issues raised by then, SCP will switch over to 
Unicode starting with the SCP files posted on May 14. 

 
 
4. Updates on Pots and Lighting Teams participation (standing topic) 
 

POT2: CDC has on their agenda discussion of proposal on a draft catalog record standard 
POT5: Received reports from its CAMCIG and LT1 groups and has prepared a final report on SCP record 

distribution; looking at other charges, streamlining operations and cataloging priorities. 
POT6: Various folks being contacted about collaborative cataloging projects 
POT7: Ready to release charges for two lighting teams 

 
 
5.  HathiTrust holdings data (discussion): 

 No new developments from Hathi, HOTs, or MAG to report 
 Campuses should be preparing to meet the June deadline for data submission 
 Has any campus sent a test file yet? 

 
June 30 is the deadline for campuses to submit their data to HathiTrust; okay to submit a test file if you want or 
may just send you file. Please share with the group any useful feedback you get if you submit a test file. 

 
 
6. SPIP follow-up.  We may receive some comments/questions from HOTs prior to the meeting. 

 
SPiP holding symbols set up but Wanda found they couldn’t set theirs. Wanda will be following up on this 
issue. UCD is able to set their SPiP holdings symbol but discovered other problems and is working with CDL to 
clear them up. 

 
 
7. Cataloging of Web contents captured using CDL Web Archiving Service (http://webarchives.cdlib.org/) 

 Is anyone is doing it or is planning to do it? 
 Are we interested setting up UC standard practice like what CAMCIG did for cataloging UC dissertations 

and theses (http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/hots/camcig/ucthesesanddissertations.pdf)? 

http://webarchives.cdlib.org/
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/hots/camcig/ucthesesanddissertations.pdf


 
None of the campuses reported targeting WAS materials specifically, though some resources may have been 
cataloged in the course of normal cataloging operations. Since these are normal websites or documents, the 
group questioned whether something special needed to be done? From UCD discussion, selectors asked whether 
there would be a need for some special heading or tag to highlight the potentially “historical” nature of the 
resource, i.e. an archived website would appear as it did when it was harvested, not as it currently appears. 

 
 
8. Brainstorming on roles cataloging departments can play in the arena of the data management plan (i.e., CDL 
DMPTool), especially in the area of "data documentation and metadata" 
(http://www.cdlib.org/services/uc3/dmp/metadata.html). What can CAMCIG possibly do to help? 
 

CAMCIG reps should ask at their libraries and report back to the group a summary of any activities in this area. 

http://www.cdlib.org/services/uc3/dmp/metadata.html

